Power Quality Issues with Variable
Frequency Drives: Why Monitor?
Power Quality Monitoring & Data Analysis Can Provide the Answer
The installation of variable
frequency drives (VFDs) is
rapidly increasing in industrial plants. Higher power
VFDs are finding new applications as power levels increase. Industries include
pulp-and-paper, water treatment, chemical processing
and steel mills, among many
others.
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Electrotek Expert PQView® Software Analyzes PQ Data

Harmonic voltage data from
PQView® illustrate potentially problem-causing harmonics
affecting electronic equipment.

Integration of new VFDs into
existing water treatment
plants can cause high levels
of voltage distortion (Vthd).
PQView® is used here to
identify harmonic components critical to determining
why plant programmable
logic controllers (PLCs) are
malfunctioning.

process, and reported to
PQView® for detailed analysis. Trends critical to VFD,
motor and pump life, correlated with harmonics, allow
our engineers to determine
acceptable levels of Vthd for
a water treatment plant.
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Comparison to other important PQ trends can be
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PQView® Identifies Types of Disturbance Patterns in Harmonic Trends
PQ data from monitoring at a
grocery warehouse was downloaded from a monitor to
PQView® as a part of an investigation to determine why
LED drivers were failing.
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The steady-state harmonic
voltage trend shown here reveals interesting patterns in
Vthd peaks corresponding to
disturbances. PQView® allows
our engineers to determine
which disturbances and loads
are significant contributors to
high Vthd levels. This information helps to determine
which non-linear loads may
need harmonic filtering.
Detailed analysis of this trend

A steady-state voltage trend from PQView® allowing identification of disturbances and loads with significant contribution to
harmonics. .

also allows our engineers to
determine which phase is
contributing more to the
Vthd. Harmonic data can
also be used to determine

how frequently specific
loads turn on and off, and
other contributors to high
Vthd, like temperature, and
imbalanced currents.
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Founded in 1984, Electrotek Concepts, Inc. is world renowned for its research, developmental, applications and problem-solving work in understanding, identifying, analyzing
and preventing power quality (PQ) problems. Our expertise extends from the utility generators, to inside the electrical/electronic load inside a customers’ facility. The experience
of Electrotek’s team of PQ engineers extends from experts in utility power systems, participants on IEEE and IEC standards boards regarding PQ standards, to designers of enduse electronic equipment. Our engineers are armed to address any PQ problem at any
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